KM Tools Limited enjoys talking bespoke machines and components at SubCon 2019
KM Tools Limited has enjoyed a successful show at SubCon this year. The technical sales team
met with a wide range of experts in manufacturing and discussed refurbishing existing machinery
as well as significant interest in manufacturing new bespoke machines and production equipment.
As the UK's premier subcontract manufacturing supply chain show, SubCon this year welcomed
businesses from over 20 different countries, with many interested to see how KM Tools could enhance
their production operations.
Adam Sutton, Engineering Production Manager at KM Tools, enjoyed the experience: "First of all, I'd like
to thank everyone who visited us throughout the event, it was a pleasure to talk through your machine
requirements.
We had some great engagement during the show, with plenty of enquiries and discussion with some
interesting contacts. Our service can adapt to meet the needs of companies looking to overhaul a single
manufacturing machine, to providing totally bespoke machines, to supporting entire OEM production lines
with dedicated machine maintenance services. This meant we could discuss machine projects of various
sizes across industry. We had many enquiries regarding our machined components and tooling, which we
can manufacture in-house in almost any quantity from customer design or reverse engineering. We're
currently following up leads, but we are very happy with the positive response."
KM Tools offers its service across the engineering sector, backed by 25 years of experience in delivering
high performance machines. The business is a full electro-mechanical service provider, able to carry out
machining, fabrication and instrumentation as required. Design offices at the manufacturing centre coupled
with extensive machine capacity ensures reduced lead times and repeatable quality. In-house capability
further translates to highly competitive prices, with the option of new build or total refurbishment giving
customers with varying budgets flexibility of approach.
"For anyone who didn't have a chance to meet with us at the show, you can get in contact if you're looking
for a turnkey machine service provider to improve the efficiency of your specialised equipment, or, you can
now visit our virtual exhibition stand which is open 365 days at https://kmt.tools " Adam concludes.
Photo Caption: KM Tools Ltd stand at SubCon 2019.

About KM Tools Ltd
KM Tools Ltd (KMT) specialises in manufacturing, maintaining and renewing specialised machines used
for the manufacture of automotive components, with a specialist focus on emission control (Exhaust, CAT
& DPF) product manufacture.
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Its machines are used by leading brand manufacturers building parts for the OE market and the
automotive aftermarket across the globe. Our manufacturing and service centre is based in a purpose built
facility the Midlands from which it manufactures, services and rebuilds and supports hundreds of individual
machines.
KMT can service, support and re-manufacture most machines from any original manufacturer, including
one-off custom designs. It also develops tooling and workholding solutions such as bespoke automated, or
semi-automated mandrels, jig and fixturing systems.
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